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Reflections  on  a  Post  Election  Soft  Coup:  “Fake  News”,  CIA  Intervention,  US-NATO
Militarization  on  Russia’s  Doorstep

By Renee Parsons, January 13 2017

The entire episode of the Russian-Hack-Influenced-the-US-Elections campaign,  initiated by
the Obama White House and referred to by President elect Donald Trump as a ‘witch hunt”, 
continues to be confounding to much of the American public with some of these concerns:
to what extent has the CIA intervened in the Clinton-Trump post-election results just as it
has over the years in the elections of so many other countries; and whether the unfounded
allegations and intervention have created a climate threatening to the Constitutional order
of presidential succession.

After Tanks the Boots: Thousands of US Troops Touch Ground in Europe on Way to Russian
Frontier

By Mark Nicholas, January 13 2017

A US armored brigade (3rd Armored Brigade, 4th Infantry Division) is  on the move to
Russia’s Baltic border. After its equipment begun arriving in Europe last week so now have
its soldiers. The move is so big it will require 37 trains and over one thousand rail cars to
transport from Germany to Poland. A US armored brigade fields over 400 tracked and over
1300  wheeled  vehicles  including  80  62-ton  Abrams  tanks,  140  Bradley  armored  fighting
vehicles  and  400  humvees.

Dangerous Crossroads: Trump’s Defense Nominee General James “Mad Dog” Mattis Outlines
Plans for Global War

By Tom Eley, January 13 2017
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General James “Mad Dog” Mattis, President-elect Donald Trump’s nominee for Secretary of
Defense,  used  his  confirmation  hearing  before  the  Senate  Armed  Services  Committee  on
Thursday to outline an aggressive war policy, designate Russia and China as enemies and
call for a dramatic expansion of military spending, including the “modernization” of nuclear
weapons and expansion of cyberwarfare.

Canada’s New Foreign Policy: Trudeau Strengthens His Hard Line against Russia?

By Jim Miles, January 13 2017

The CBC today (Tuesday,  January  10,  2016)  presented the news concerning Chrystia
Freeland’s new appointment as Foreign Affairs Minister for Canada’s Trudeau government,
noting mainly that she was on the sanctions list from Russia. The announcer also noted that
she is of Ukrainian background and is very opposed to Russia’s supposed actions in Ukraine.

Unconvincing  Forgery,  The  Alleged  Donald  Trump “Manchurian  Candidate”:  The  Steele
Dossier or the Hitler Diaries Mark II

By Craig Murray, January 13 2017

The mainstream media’s extreme enthusiasm for the Hitler Diaries shows their rush to
embrace any forgery if it is big and astonishing enough. For the Guardian to lead with such
an obvious forgery as the Trump “commercial intelligence reports” is the final evidence of
the demise of that newspaper’s journalistic values. We are now told that the reports were
written by Mr Christopher Steele, an ex-MI6 man, for Orbis Business Intelligence. Here are a
short list of six impossible things we are asked to believe before breakfast…
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